
Phase 3



"Perfection is the
enemy of good."

- V O L T A I R E



Numerous children have emotional or behavioral issues.

many of these issues are not noticed or solved.

This is just a piece of the puzzle.

“Mental health symptoms in school-aged children in four communities”, CDC, 2020



Children learn how to deal with failure

by watching their parents face their own mistakes.

There is a vital connection here.



Almost all moms feel a form of "mom guilt."

Almost a fourth of these mothers feel chronic guilt.

Let's ask ourselves, "Why?"

“Nearly 90 per cent of mothers feel guilty. The good news? You can conquer it”, The Telegraph, 2017.



Social Media has a Major effect ON mothers.

It Heavily contributes to pressures to be perfect,

And it affects many mothers' confidence in their parenting.

“Staged perfect motherhood vs ‘real life’ motherhood: young adult mothers experiences and perceptions on the authenticity portrayed by popular mother influencers on Instagram”, ResearchGate, 2019

This isn't fair.



Many moms work full time...

As a mother
In the workforce
and in the home

This balancing act creates pressures to
do it all perfectly.

But, we know that perfection is impossible. 
“Lifestyles of young families - US - January 2019”, Mintel, 2019



Survey
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"Those kinds of
posts make me
feel like such a

failure."

"When I did follow [mommy
influencers], they caused

me to spiral down and lose
a lot of confidence."

"Influencers and even people in everyday life
can make having a baby seem so glamorous

and fun without acknowledging how hard it is
physically/emotionally/financially."

  

How do Moms Feel?

"I follow mommy influencers
who [only] show the real side
of it…it makes me feel like I’m

not alone."

"The perfection and even the ‘real’ moments they share
were far from what my experience has been."

"Watching [mommy blogger
content] was making me

feel so anxious and
inadequate."



 

1. Kids and moms feel like they have to be perfect. 

2. Our media and society take a toll on them.

Key Insights



- Suburban, with disposable income to spend on enrichment 

- Millenial parent who is cognizant of mental health

 - Invested in parenting her 3-10 year old children 

- Feels guilty for not always being the perfect mother 

- Stresses about balancing life as a mom and work 

- Social media saavy

 

The Target
She's a hard-working mom.

With a focus on homeschooling households 

20-30% of U.S. moms fit these criteria



Healing through mistakes, together



Healing through mistakes, together

Alleviate.

Accept. Mistake.



Continuous Advertising Efforts
Online Ambassadors

Search Engine Marketing (SEM)
Organic Social Media

mistakes are year
round.



Mistake will work with
members who are passionate

about their beliefs. Mothers
will receive a Mistkae "box"

full of Mistake merchandise. 

Online
Ambassadors



club

club

emily.ricker Our little ones are

like sponges. They learn alot

from watching what we do.

Thats especially true when they

see us deal with failure. As a

mom, I always feel like I'm not

doing enough or I'm doing

everything wrong. Thats why

being a part of @loveurmistakes

has meant so much to me.

They"ve helped Lucy and I

learn that its okay to not to be

perfect and we should forgive

ourselves for our mistakes.

LOVE
YOUR

emily.ricker      following .

Mom's 

Make
kids 

Make

LOVE

YOUR



Search Engine Marketing
Using Google Ads, the SEM option will allow a direct to website marketing option for audiences using keywords

in their searches. This will result in a more narrow targeting of ads as they will only show up to searches that
are related to the brand or mission.  

 

 
Keyword Ideas

Mistake Club
Playmagine

Educational resources
Summer activities 

Bored in the summer 
Children activities

Subscription 
Mom guilt

Mom and child
Healing Mistakes

 



Social -
Organic:

Instagram
Use #healingthroughmistakes to get
mothers to engage with the content

and share. 
 

Encourage mothers to DM Mistake's
account with their personal stories

about the struggles and mistakes of
motherhood 



Social -
Organic:
Facebook
Mistake will host a private
group on their Facebook
account:

Encouraging mothers to ask
questions, get support, be a
part of a community, and
share their experiences with
mistake. 



Flight One: Summer

Outdoor
Pinterest Paid Ads

May 9th - Mothers Day Facebook Ads

Kids are looking for Fun. 
Moms are looking for Activities their kids. 



Simple chalkboard installations in
Waterloo Park and Mueller Park in
Austin, TX, starting on May 7th, which is
National Children's Mental Health Day.

Encourage mothers and children visiting
the park to both share their mistakes,
and to see that they are a part of a
broader supportive community.  

Outdoor



Social - Paid:
Pinterest

Mistake will pay for sponsored Pinterest
posts, as this is popular for mothers

looking for activities for their children.
 

We will post information about Mistake
as a learning tool and creative bonding

opportunity for kids with their moms,
with a link to the site.

 
This will be a continuous ad with a

lifetime budget set at $1000, with an
average cost-per-click of $.50.



Targeted Mother's Day Ad
Mistake will have paid Facebook ads for the week leading up to Mother's day, May 9th, 2021 

There is no such thing
as a Perfect Mom

 

This Mother's Day join the Make
Mistake Club, where you and your little

one can learn that its olay to make
mistakes

We all feel not good enough

Don't let your "mom
guilt" get in the way of

your Mother's Day Join the Make Mistake
Club where moms
and kids learn to

forgive their mistakes
together



Facebook Ads

Email Marketing

Talk Shows/Podcasts

Meetup.com Support Groups

Flight Two: Winter

The stresses of school and
life are in full swing again. 



Representatives of Mistake can go to
local TV and podcast to talk about
Mistake and relay the mission. Mental
health issues o can be discussed in the
shows,  with a discussion on how Mistake
can be a solution to the problems mothers
and kids face.

Talk Shows and podcasts



Mistake will post numerous
paid Facebook ads, targetted
to older millennial mothers.
They will also be specifically
targeted to those who identify
as homeschooling moms,
counselors and teachers.

Social - Paid Facebook



Meetup
Support
Group

Mistake will host multiple
meetups throughout the fall.
These support group can
help moms not feel alone.



With the emails acquired from the Facebooks ads we will target those who showed
interest in Mistake. Emails will contain information about the Facebook group, their
social media accounts, and information of any future events hosted by Mistake.

Using retargeting features through Google will allow Mistake to
be remarketed to those who have already shown interest in the

brand. This is useful for moms who may have wanted to
purchase the subscription at one point in time to be reintroduced

to the brand and create more unique contact points. 

Email MaRketing



Timeline



SEM
30%

Pinterest Ads
24%

Facebook Ads
24%

Ambassador
10%

Email Marketing
10%

Outdoor
1%

Meetups
1%

Outdoor: $50
Meetup: $50
Ambassadors: $500
Email Marketing: $500
Pinterest Ads: $1200
Facebook Ads: $1200
Search Engine Marketing: $1500

Budget



LETS MAKE MISTAKE FOR MOMS
AND KIDS TOGETHER. 


